We’re Watching a Movie
The Hunt for Red October (multiple Q drops)
Think Mirror throughout
Cast:
Sean Connerry (black hat-bad guy-Russian), represents defector (whistleblower?) in mirror
Fred Thompson ( white hat) in movie, represents black hat (Senate) in mirror:
Served on Senate Intel Committee: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Thompson
Alec Baldwin (white hat) in movie, represents black hats- Syn-chrome drinkers (Hollywood) in mirror
Sam Neill (black hat- bad guy-Russia), represents defector (whistleblower?) in mirror

James Earl Jones (white hat) in movie, represents black hat DS rogue C_A in mirror

Memorable Lines:
(Scott Glenn) Capt. Bart Mancuso : C
 entral Intelligence Agency... Now, there's a
contradiction in terms.
(Sam Neill) Capt. Vasili Borodin : I will live in Montana. And I will marry a round American
woman and raise rabbits, and she will cook them for me.
Adm Greer: [after Jack has just arrived at the Central Intelligence Agency]
Admiral James Greer : Jesus! You look like hell!
(Sean Connery) Captain Ramius : Once more, we play our dangerous game, a game of
chess against our old adversary - The American Navy. For forty years, your fathers before
you and your older brothers played this game and played it well. But today the game is
different. We have the advantage.
Poltical Officer Ivan Putin : [Reading from a book belonging to Ramius, quoting the
Bible] And the seventh angel poured his bowl into the air, and a voice cried out from
heaven, saying: "It is done." A man with your responsibilities reading about the end of the
world. And what's this? "I am become Death, the Destroyer of Worlds."
Captain Ramius : A little revolution now and then is a healthy thing, don't you think?
Capt. Vasili Borodin : 5, 4, 3, 2...
[everyone prepares for the impact] (my comment) Hmmm, a countdown???

Jeffrey Pelt : Listen, I'm a politician which means I'm a cheat and a liar, and when I'm not
kissing babies I'm stealing their lollipops. But it also means I keep my options open.
Dr. Petrov : Well if you like borsch perhaps, but I've eaten better in an oily GALLEY. My
wife said to the waiter, "where did this man learn to cook? AFGHANISTAN? So then we went
on to the Bolshoi ballet, to see this new girl Gizelle. Well, you remember how BEAUTIFUL
she was! Well, she just married a factory manager and…
My Interpretation: factory mgrs don’t marry beautiful women...so was she purchased?
Kamarov : Stop pissing, Yuri. Give me a stopwatch and a map, and I'll fly the Alps in a
plane with no windows.

Yuri (Diving Officer) : If the map is accurate enough.

My comment: QDrops have given one hell of an accurate map to follow….

General Observations:

Q. Why was Russian Sub brought to Penobscot River, Maine?
A. It’s a border state…
Q1072
>>936517

Border states are VERY key.
Bigger than you can imagine.
The pipeline.
Not R vs D.
CA is special.
Public will learn.
Q
The Q drops are the map (future proves past)
- Other multiple maps/spider webs have developed by Anons from it.

Prepared by: Kevin Bushey

